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Abstract
The sharing economy model is a new trend in the development of the Internet economy and has been widely applied in transportation industry, showing
an increase in its popularity. The proliferation of the sharing economy’s application prompts an investigation of its mechanisms and implications. Using
DiDi, a car-sharing company, as an example, and a revenue sharing model
built for the study, this paper analyzes the main factors influencing the pricing strategy choices and the decision-making behaviors of sharing economy
platforms, then analyzes the factors influencing the risk of resource and customer loss. The following conclusions are drawn: First, when faced with different optimal price choices to ensure revenue maximization for platform
only, versus both the platform and the providers, pricing decision of sharing
economy platform is related to the sharing costs of providers and the price
elasticity of expected transaction volumes. Second, a sharing economy platform tends to choose a low price strategy when the user scale (or number of
users) does not exceed the scale threshold (user base), which represents the
positive feedback point; otherwise, it involves high price strategies. Third, the
decision preferences of a sharing platform will vary according to different
marketing stages. The contributions reveal that the price-setting decisions of
platform are influenced by sharing costs of providers, user scale and price
elasticity.
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1. Introduction
Various sharing platform models are becoming ever more popular and changing
the face of business models, prompting endeavors to understand their mechaDOI: 10.4236/ojbm.2020.84104
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nisms, influencing factors, and profit determinants, among others, due to the
growing application of Internet-based services and similarly increasing number
of users of such platforms. The objective of this paper is to clarify the price-setting
mechanism of sharing economy platforms, to analyze the main factors of pricing
strategy choices, and their decision-making preferences. The study reveals implications for sharing economy business managers, specifically in terms of giving
insight about the best price-setting practices under different market situations.
According to finance.china.com.cn (finance@china.org.cn, 2018), in 2017,
DiDi completed 7.43 billion rides for 450 million users in over 400 cities across
China—which equates to five rides per person in China—and over 1.05 billion
seats were shared by DiDi’s two core carpooling services, DiDi Hitch and
ExpressPool. DiDi is a typical transportation sharing service, especially its operation and payment models. At any point, a DiDi use can become a service provider (car owner), or a service receiver (passenger). The demand and supply of
transport for the public has been effectively docked through DiDi platform. As a
service promotion strategy, DiDi Hitch kept its pricing low through various subsidies and attracted many car owners and passengers. In April 2017, DiDi raised
its prices to cover for trip rejections and detours, to benefit the drivers. However,
as their prices increased, passengers began to complain.
Pricing mechanisms affect the benefits of both service providers and receivers:
lower prices reduce the earning of car owners and platforms, while higher prices
cause a decline in the passengers’ trip requests (Kung & Zhong, 2017). Therefore, it is important for sharing economy platforms to establish reasonable pricing strategies that optimize the returns of both service providers and the platforms, without restraining or sabotaging demand. The focus of this paper is on
the pricing mechanism of sharing economy platforms, the analyses of the main
factors of pricing strategy choices, and their decision-making preferences.

2. Literature Review
The sharing economy refers to the economic model in which individuals, organizations, or enterprises share their spare physical resources or cognitive surpluses through the Internet to provide services and obtain income at marginal costs
that are lower than of professional organizers (Puschmann & Alt, 2016). The
theory of the sharing economy was firstly proposed by Professor Martin L.
Weitzman in 1984. He considered that the essence of the sharing economy was a
wage system with marginal costs that are less than the average cost of labor
(Weitzman, 1984). Subsequently, Meade (1986) further studied the sharing
economy from the practical perspective. The specific forms of the sharing
economy discussed in this book include employee stock ownership, laborer
management cooperation, revenue sharing systems, profit sharing systems, labor
and capital cooperation systems, etc. The sharing economy relies on the Internet
and the sharing economy platform has cross-network externalities (Weyl, 2010).
Today, the fast iterative of technologies such as the Internet, ICT, Cloud compuDOI: 10.4236/ojbm.2020.84104
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ting, and Big Data has given the sharing economy a more multidimensional and
deeper connotation (Frenken & Schor, 2017; Wu & Shen, 2015) and form
(Zervas et al., 2013). Many scholars have researched the concept of the sharing
economy from different perspectives (Andreoni, 2020), thus, it has been gradually extended from the production field to the consumption field (Hamari et al.,
2016; Selloni, 2017), and discussions about the relevant theories have been
deepened. For example, based on the view of Li and Lu (2015), the sharing
economy is a kind of “collaborative consumption” system with a basic “use of
ownership” concept, an “individual versus individual “trading business model,
and based on new information consumption. On the other hand, Xie (2015) believed that the essence of the sharing economy is knowledge economy and analyzed the nature of the sharing economy based on Hayek’s knowledge theory
(Hayek, 1945). Other scholars studied the essence and connotation of the sharing economy from the perspective of matching supply and demand information
(Pang & Chen, 2017), transaction costs (Henten & Windekilde, 2016; Qiao &
Zhang, 2016), and transfer of tenure (Zheng, 2016). Although the above studies
have different viewpoints they all agree that the essence of the sharing economy
is the separation of controlling power and usage rights, with the purpose of increasing the frequent usage of spare resources and optimize the efficiency of resource allocation (Jiang & Yin, 2019; Wu & Fang, 2017).
In summary, the basic elements of the sharing economy are resource sharing,
efficiency improvement, and resource conservation. The platform, product or
service providers, and demanders of the goods or services are the subjects of the
sharing economy (Ma & Xu, 2018). The question then is how can these elements
be organically coordinated to maximize the benefits of the various entities (subjects) in the sharing economy? Some scholars believe that the pricing strategy of
the platform is crucial (Lin, 2017; Wang & Nicolau, 2017). Different pricing
strategies directly affect the number of transactions between the demander and
the provider on the platform, thereby affecting the interests of the various entities of the sharing economy platform. In recent years, the rise of sharing economy platforms has prompted more and more scholars to explore the pricing
strategies of sharing economy platforms from a practical perspective. As early as
2006, Armstrong studied the pricing model of monopoly and competition platforms from a fixed membership fee perspective, which showed that the optimal
pricing of the platform was equal to the cost of the goods or service to suppliers
minus the cross-returns brought by the customers. The total price of the platform is the sum of the social optimal price and the benefits of the monopoly
power on both sides of the market.
Based on the two-sided markets theory, Wu and Fang (2017) developed the
pricing model of monopolistic and differentiated competitive platforms. They
also studied the user scales and incomes of differentiated competitive platforms
from the perspective of different user affiliations and considered the matching
efficiency of the platform to meet demand and supply. Their results showed that
DOI: 10.4236/ojbm.2020.84104
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efficiency, network externality and user scale affected competitive platforms’
pricing strategies and that these platforms could increase profits by increasing
the degree of differentiation. Additionally, Li and Zhao (2017) studied the strategy combination of optimal pricing, user number, corresponding platforms’
profits when adopting membership fee system, a transaction fee system, and a
two-part fee system in the service demand-side of the platform by establishing
an economic model for maximizing the profit. Qi (2017) studied the pricing
strategy of the mobile taxi platform and analyzed the optimal price of the monopoly platform under the unified pricing and variable pricing strategies. Gibbs
et al. (2017) built a hedonic pricing model to analyze the Airbnb’s pricing strategies. Zhong, Xiao, and Huang (2018) also discussed the optimal pricing and continuous profit model of the sharing economy platform by taking the bicycle-sharing system as an example.
For the pricing strategy of sharing economy platforms, existing researches
mostly study the factors of the pricing strategy but lack comprehensive consideration for optimal service pricing and income distributions for the supply side,
the demand side, and the platform. It is necessary to carry on a systematic
in-depth exploration of the factors on the pricing strategy of sharing economy
platforms, such as the cost of the supplier, the user’s decision-making preferences, and user scales. Based on the newsboy model, this paper studies the price
decision behaviors of sharing economy platforms and analyses how sharing
economy platforms maximize revenue through optimal service price setting.

3. Methods
There are several main differences between sharing economy and traditional
economy platforms. Firstly, the degree of information sharing is different (Li,
2015; Wang, 2017). Sharing economy platforms greatly improve the degree and
efficiency of information sharing, greatly reduce the degree of information
asymmetry between providers and demanders, and greatly improve the efficiency of information searching for consumers. Secondly, the transparency of capital
flows is different (Guo & Yan, 2012; Yan et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2013). Compared with traditional economic models, platform-based business models make
the flow of revenue sharing transparent, Such that those who provide services via
sharing economy platforms can easily access information on order volume and
demand changes.

3.1. Basic Symbols
The concept of sharing economy includes three main players: the providers of
goods or services, the demanders of those goods and services, and the sharing
economy platform (Ma & Xu, 2018). A sharing economy platform, as an intermediary (Kannisto, 2017), builds a link between the providers and demanders of
shareable goods and services. Each user of the shared resources can become a
provider or a demander and the concept of upstream and downstream tends to
DOI: 10.4236/ojbm.2020.84104
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blur the supply chain (Shao & Wang, 2017). Therefore, in this paper, the revenue
sharing model is constructed to analyze the pricing strategies of sharing economy platform from the perspective of the entire supply chain with dual user identities (see Figure 1).
The basic symbols of our model are as follow:

P: Price of shared goods or service;
Ф: Share of proceeds (P is the cost per unit paid by the demanders, Ф is the
part owned by the sharing economy platform and 1 − Ф represents the part
owned by the providers), thus, 0 < Ф < 1;
π1 : The revenue of providers;
C1 : Fixed costs of providers who share goods or services through a sharing

economy platform, such as car maintenance costs incurred by DiDi drivers;
C1 f : Variable costs of providers who share goods or services through a

sharing economy platform, such as the fuel costs for each service rendered by
DiDi drivers;
π2 : The revenue earned by a sharing economy platform;
C2 : Fixed costs incurred by a sharing economy platform during the service

period;
C2 f : Variable costs incurred by a sharing economy platform for each ser-

vice.
The market demand is a random variable (p), and is related to the sharing
price. The distribution function of demand is F ( x, p )( x > 0 ) , the density
function is f ( x, p ) , thus, ∂F ( x, p ) ∂p ≠ 0 for the distribution function.

3.2. Mathematical Model
Metcalfe’s law states that the value of a network is proportional to the square
of the number of connected users. Let us suppose that the user size of a sharing economy platform is n. The maximum volume of transactions can reach

n2 when all users of the platform are involved in the transaction (Wang &
Nicolau, 2017). Suppose v = n 2 , and the expected trading volume of sharing
economy platform is S(v, p), so,

S ( v, p )= v − ∫ xf ( x, p ) dx.
v

0

(1)

The revenue function of sharing economy platform is
π 2 = ( ∅ p − C2 f ) × S ( v , p ) − C2 .

(2)

The revenue function of providers is

Figure 1. Revenue sharing model of sharing economy platform.
DOI: 10.4236/ojbm.2020.84104
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π=
1

( (1 − ∅ ) p − C ) × S ( v, p ) − C .
1f

1

(3)

4. Results
Based on the above basic model, the optimal price expression of sharing
economy platforms and service providers can be calculated. That is to say, the
objective function of a sharing economy platform is: max ( π2 )
∂π2
∂S
=∅S ( v, p ) + ( ∅p − C2 f )
∂p
∂p

Set

∂π2
= 0 , thus,
∂p

∂S
+ C2 f ∅ .
∂p

=
p * ( π 2 ) S ( v, p )

The whole revenue function of a sharing economy platform and its providers
is
π=

( p −C

1f

− C2 f ) × S ( v, p ) − ( C1 + C2 ) .

when the overall revenue is optimal,
p* ( π=
)

(C

1f

+ C2 f

) ∂∂Sp − S ( v, p ) .

when the objective function of the providers, max ( π1 ) , is optimal, the price
is

p*=
( π1 ) C1 f

(1 − ∅ ) − S ( v, p )

∂S
.
∂p

As F is a differentiable maximum, an optimal price exists for meeting the
maximization of revenue. However, the sharing economy platform, as a
price-maker, is not likely to make a decision based on revenue maximization
for providers. When demand is stable, the optimal price is only related to the
variable cost of a single transaction. It is supposed that C2 f = 0 ; that is, the
variable cost of each additional transaction is very little (Schwieterman &
Bieszczat, 2017). Therefore the optimal price for revenue maximization for
the sharing economy platform is

p* ( π 2 ) =
S ( v, p )

∂S
.
∂p

(4)

If the sharing economy platform wants to engage more providers and make
the decision to maximize revenue for both the sharing economy platform and
the providers, the optimal price would be
p*=
( π ) C1 f

where,

DOI: 10.4236/ojbm.2020.84104

∂S
− S ( v, p ) ,
∂p

(5)

∂S
, a derivative of expected transactions volume to price, can be used to
∂p
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indicate the average rate of change of expected transaction volume under the
influence of price. According to the general theory of economics, expected
transaction volume is a decreasing function of price, i.e., expected transaction
volume will fall when prices rise. Therefore, it is supposed that
∂S
= α, α < 0.
∂p

Then,

p* ( π2 )=

(

v
1
v − ∫0 xf ( x, p ) dx
α

(

)

p* ( π=
) C1 f α − v − ∫0 xf ( x, p ) dx
v

)

= C1 f α − p ( π2 ) α
*

(

=α p* ( π2 ) − C1 f

)

Based on the above calculation, the following relationship exists between the
optimal prices in two cases.
p* ( π )

p* ( π2 ) − C1 f

= α

It can be seen that the relationship between p* ( π2 ) and p* ( π ) depends on
the value of C1 f and α .

5. Discussion
Based on the above model and analysis, the effect of resource sharing, specifically sharing the costs of providers, on optimal prices, as well as the sharing
economy platform’s pricing decision will be discussed.

5.1. The Effect of Costs on Optimal Prices
Depending on the types of idle resources shared via the sharing economy
platform, the variable costs of providers will be different (Nicosia et al., 2017).
Some resources, such as knowledge, can be shared without too much variable
cost. However, the variable costs of some resources increase with growth in
the transaction amount. For example, DiDi Hitch drivers have to bear the fuel
costs of each transaction. In comparison, the owners of short-term accommodation only have variable costs for each new tenant, while the variable
costs of shared bikes are very little.
When the variable costs of providers ( C1 f ) are close to zero,
lim

C1 f → 0

p* ( π )

p* ( π2 )

= α.

Regardless of the variable costs of resource providers, the ratio of two optimal prices, for the maximization of the platform’s revenue and the maximization of revenue for both providers and the platform, are close to α .
DOI: 10.4236/ojbm.2020.84104
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When the variable costs of providers must be considered, i.e., C1 f > 0 ,
then
lim

C1 f → 0

p* ( π )

p* ( π2 ) − C1 f

= α.

There are two pricing options for platform: one is p* ( π2 ) , representing
the optimal price for the platform’s revenue maximization, and the other is
p* ( π ) , the optimal price for maximizing both the providers and platform’s
revenues.
In the case of C1 f = 0 and α =1 , the two optimal prices are the same,
p* ( π2 ) = p* ( π ) . In the case of C1 f = 0 and α > 1 , the optimal price for the
platform’s revenue maximization is lower than the optimal price for maximizing the revenue of both providers and the platform, p* ( π2 ) < p* ( π ) . In the
case of C1 f = 0 and α < 1 , the optimal price for the platform’s revenue
maximization is higher than the optimal price for maximizing the revenue of
both providers and the platform, p* ( π ) < p* ( π2 ) .
In the case of C1 f > 0 and α =1 , p* ( π=
) p* ( π2 ) − C1 f , there is
p* ( π ) < p* ( π2 ) .
In the case of C1 f > 0 and α > 1 , p* ( π ) > p* ( π2 ) − C1 f , if the fee paid by
platform to providers is equal to the variable cost of the provider (1 − ∅ ) p = C1 f ,
the unit revenue of platform is p* ( π2 ) − C1 f .
In the case of C1 f > 0 and α < 1 , p* ( π ) < p* ( π2 ) − C1 f , i.e.
*
p ( π ) < p* ( π2 ) , the platform will gain higher unit revenue.
Theorem: Faced with different choices of optimal pricing for the platform’s
revenue maximization or revenue maximization for both providers and the
platform, the pricing decision of the sharing economy platform ( p* ( π2 ) or
p* ( π ) ) is related to the sharing costs of providers ( C1 f ) and the price elasticity of expected transactions ( α ). If C1 f = 0 and α =1 , the two optimal
prices are the same. If C1 f > 0 and α =1 , there is p* ( π ) < p* ( π2 ) , the optimal price for the platform’s revenue maximization is higher. If C1 f = 0 and
*
*
α > 1 , then p ( π2 ) < p ( π ) , the optimal price for the platform’s revenue
maximization is lower. If C1 f ≥ 0 and α < 1 , then p* ( π ) < p* ( π2 ) , the optimal price for the platform’s revenue maximization is higher.

5.2. Price-Setting Decision
Based on the above theorem, the sensitivity of expected trading volume to
price is one of the important factors for price-setting decisions by the sharing
economy platform.
The formula is as follows,

(

)

∂S ∂ v − ∫0 xf ( x, p ) dx
=
α
=
.
∂p
∂p
v

Thus,
DOI: 10.4236/ojbm.2020.84104
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∂F ( x, p )
∂F ( x, p )
=
α v = n2
∂p
∂p

(6)

The sensitivity of the expected trading volume to price is related to both the
response coefficient of the stochastic demand distribution function to price
∂F ( x, p )
) and the user scale of the sharing economy platform (n).
(
∂p

5.3. The Impact of User Size on Optimal Pricing Decision
According to Metcalfe’s law, the value of a network is proportional to the square
of the network size. There is a positive feedback phenomenon in the environment of the internet economy; that is, marginal revenue increases with growing
demand, marginal costs decrease with increasing demand, and the point where
marginal revenue equals marginal cost is the positive feedback point. When the
market demand is on the left side of the positive feedback point, the marginal
revenue is less than the marginal cost; when the market demand is on the right
side of the positive feedback point, the marginal revenue is greater than the marginal cost (Guo & Yan, 2012; Guo et al., 2013). Here it can be understood that
the user size that reaches the positive feedback point is the scale threshold value
(also named user base or “installed base”) for the development of the network
platform. Therefore, the marginal revenue is greater than the marginal cost
when the network scale is larger than the user base, then the law of increasing
marginal benefit in network economy appears. In this case, sharing economy
platforms would enter in income-generating phase at a fast-growing pace. In
contrast, when the network scale is lower than the user base, the marginal cost is
greater than the marginal revenue. In this case, the main goal is to increase the
scale of users. The primary task here is not to achieve profitability, coinciding
with the development model of internet-based platforms that suggests that investing comes first, then profit making, as well as the reality that user scale is regarded as an important factor in measuring the value of a network platform.
When the user scale of a sharing economy platform is lower than the threshold, and the number of users has not reached the basic scale stage. A more rational approach by a sharing economy platform would be to regard expanding
user scale as the primary task and attracting users from the demand side through
low-price strategies or subsidies while temporarily sacrificing short-term gains.
First-ride free specials, discounts, and subsidies are commonly used in the marketing promotion stage of sharing economy platforms such as DiDi. Another
way is to offer free rides at certain times during special holidays. These strategies
effectively help the platform attract and increase their customer base. Ata certain
size of customer base, there will be a surge and aggregation in demand.
When the user scale of a sharing economy platform is larger than the threshold, it will enter a rapid development stage: the market moves toward a saturated
state when all platform users are active. In this case, the profit margin of the
DOI: 10.4236/ojbm.2020.84104
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sharing economy platform increases, but for the purpose of recycling funds it
may still choose a high price strategy. However, according to Equation (6), the
degree of sensitivity of the expected transaction volumes to the price is related to
the user size of the platform. As the user scale increases, the price elasticity of the
expected volumes will also increase and when the sharing economy platform
raises the price, the number of demand-side users who are price-sensitive will
likely decrease. Of course, for mature markets, the quality-sensitive users who
pursue high quality requirements will be also attracted to enter it. The user scale
will be dynamically changed within the established range, and the pricing of the
sharing economy platform will stabilize while overall revenue increases.
The above analysis is based on changes in the number of users on the demand
side. For the sharing economy platform, the size of resource providers in the
supply side determines the availability of sharing resources. The formation of a
sharing economy market requires both a specific supply of resources and a certain scale of market demand. The difference is that in the sharing economy platform, each user can be a supplier or a demander, that is, the user has a dual
identity depending on whether the user has idle resources that are consistent
with the platform’s positioning. Regardless of whether the supplier size is greater
or less than the threshold, the platform will always encourage more resources to
enter the platform through various means because the benefits of the sharing
economy platform and resource suppliers are distributed by way of revenue
sharing. Therefore, when the price is higher, the resource supplier can earn
more, raising the supplier’s willingness to join the platform. When the price is
low, the sharing economy platform will need to adopt measures such as offering
subsidies and incentives based on daily trading to encourage the resource suppliers to join or maintain the original supply. That is, from the perspective of the
supply, the high price strategy is what the supplier wants. While from the perspective of the demand, the low price strategy is more attractive. The platform
needs to continuously pay attention to the changes in the number of users, analyze the user composition and resources, and attract more demanders to join the
platform while maintaining the supply resources at a given scale. The surge in
market transactions is the source of profit for a platform.
Based on the data from DiDi, in 2017, the user size changed with price fluctuations. After DiDi raised the unit price of express significantly in April 2017 (see
Figure 2), the number of consumers dropped sharply before improving, characterized by a V-shaped trend as shown in Figure 3. In such instances, as the consumer demand falls, the income of service providers (drivers) from the sharing
platform will decrease.

5.4. Analysis of Decision Preferences
The decision preferences of sharing economy platforms may vary in the different
stages of user scale development or with transitions in competitive positioning.
There are three main types 0f such preferences:
DOI: 10.4236/ojbm.2020.84104
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Figure 2. DiDi unit prices in 2017.
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Figure 3. The number of DiDi consumers (riders) in 2017.

Profit preference, i.e. the decision maker tends to choose the optimal price for
revenue maximization for the platform p* ( π2 ) .
Demand preference, i.e. the decision maker tends to choose the lower price in
order to avoid restraining demand. Based on the previously mentioned theorem,
DOI: 10.4236/ojbm.2020.84104
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the pricing decision of the sharing economy platform is related to sharing costs
of providers ( C1 f ). When α > 1 , and if C1 f = 0 , then the pricing decision of
the sharing economy platform is p* ( π2 ) . If C1 f > 0 , the pricing decision of the
sharing economy platform is uncertain. When α < 1 , the sharing economy
platform chooses the optimal price to ensure revenue maximization for both
providers and the platform ( p* ( π ) ). When price elasticity is greater ( α > 1 ),
the sharing costs of providers is the main factor determining whether the platform will choose the optimal price to ensure its own revenue maximization. On
the other hand, if the sharing costs of providers ( C1 f ) is greater than zero, the
sharing economy platform has to be more concerned about the revenue of providers to secure more transactions) is greater than zero, but the pricing decision
is more uncertain. When price elasticity is lower ( α ≤ 1 ), the sharing economy
platform chooses the optimal price to ensure revenue maximization for both
providers and the platform ( p* ( π ) ).
Supply preference: the sharing economy platform pay more attention to the
availability of shared resources. The platform chooses a high price strategy because it can increase the volume of supply. In the case of α > 1 , the pricing decision of the platform is affected by the sharing costs of providers ( C1 f ). If
C1 f = 0 , the pricing decision of the platform is p* ( π ) . If C1 f > 0 , there will be
uncertainty in pricing decision of the platform. In the case of α ≤ 1 , the platform will choose the optimal price to maximize its own revenue.
Based on the above analysis, the different sharing costs of various resources
affect the pricing decision of the sharing economy platform. Resources with
lower sharing costs fit well with the sharing economy. This explains why the
sharing economy is growing rapidly in some industries but not in others.

5.5. Risk Analysis of Different Decision Preferences
Sharing economy platforms share their income with the resource owners as a
way to encourage them to join the platform (Ma & Xu, 2018). For Example, to
encourage higher driver participation, DiDi designed a series of incentive policies, like additional subsidies or incentives such as the morning peak subsidy
and the machine bonus (i.e., bonus given out when the driver’s consecutive orders reach a certain number). According to DiDi’s policy, drivers will be rewarded
if they provide continuous services with 12 orders per day. Of course, based on
established income, the more profits the dripping platform shares with the driver, the less the income of the platform is (Kung & Zhong, 2017). However, if the
proportion of revenue to the drivers is reduced, the drivers’ willingness to participate will be affected, which may cause the platform to lose vehicles.
At different stages of development, the platform will adopt suitable strategies.
In the marketing stage, the sharing economy platform’s primary task is to expand the user scale (Li, 2015). Rational decision makers may temporarily give up
short-term profits and offer low prices to attract customers. Therefore, competitive threats from alternative products or services are lessened. In the example of
DOI: 10.4236/ojbm.2020.84104
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DiDi, the first order is free in the promotion phase and all kinds of rewards and
subsidies are available. For consumers, DiDi has an absolute price advantage in
the promotion stage. Therefore, it has higher user stickiness and lower risk of
customer loss. In contrast, when the sharing economy platform lacks a competitive advantage over, users may choose other products and services.
The risk of resource loss is related to the idle cost of resources. The higher the
idle cost per unit of resources, the higher the risk of resources loss is. The idle
cost depends on the types and properties of the resources. For example, the idle
cost of knowledge is less than that of a car or house. Therefore, the risk of loss is
different for different types of resources. In order to avoid the loss of supply resources, the sharing economy platform has to sacrifice its own share of the proceeds from each unit transaction and share with its suppliers.

6. Conclusion
Based on the revenue sharing model built to analyze the pricing-setting behaviors of sharing economy platforms, this paper discusses the effects of resource-sharing costs and the price sensitivity of expected transaction volumes on
the pricing decisions of sharing economy platforms, and then analyzes their decision tendencies at the different stages of user scale development and the risks
of different decision preferences.
This study concludes that, when faced with different optimal price choices to
ensure revenue maximization for the platform only, or both the platform and
providers, the pricing decision, respectively, is related to the sharing costs of
providers and price elasticity of expected transaction volume. In the case of variable costs of providers that are zero and price elasticity index equal to 1, the two
optimal prices are the same. In the case of variable costs of providers that are
larger than zero and price elasticity index equal to 1, the optimal price for the
platform’s revenue maximization is higher. In the case of variable costs of providers that are zero and price elasticity index higher than 1, the optimal price for
the platform’s revenue maximization is lower. In the case of variable costs of
providers larger than zero and price elasticity index lower than 1, the optimal
price for the revenue maximization of platform is higher. The sharing economy
platform tends to choose a low price strategy when the user scale is below the
user base; otherwise, it chooses a high price strategy.
Decisions based on different preferences have different pricing choices. When
the platform has a “profit preference”, it will choose an optimal price to ensure
the maximization of its own revenue. When the platform has a “demand preference”, it tends to choose a low price strategy and its price decision is affected by
the sharing costs of providers and the price sensitivity of expected transaction
volumes. When the platform has a “supply preference”, it tends to choose a high
price strategy. Similarly, its price decision is affected by the sharing costs of providers and the price sensitivity of expected transaction volumes. In addition,
with different decision preferences, the platform will face different risks. A high
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price strategy may lead to a loss of users, while a low price strategy may lead to a
loss of resources.
The contributions reveal that the price-setting decisions of platform are influenced by sharing costs of providers, user scale and price elasticity. Resources
with lower sharing costs fit well with the sharing economy. This explains why
the sharing economy is growing rapidly in some industries but not in others.
And then this paper reveals the different pricing strategies of sharing economy
in different stages of user scale development. The study significantly contributes
to current literature because it considers how our new Internet-based society could
potentially produce sustainable development by adjusting pricing strategies to
adapt to market states. Sharing economy models are becoming ever more popular and changing the face of business models, prompting endeavors to understand
their mechanisms, influencing factors, and profit determinants, among others.
The study has the potential to reveals implications for sharing economy business
managers, specifically in terms of giving insight about the best price-setting
practices under different market situations.
The results of this study provide several theoretical and practical implications.
In theory, these findings have more significance in prompting further research
on the sharing economy, as well as help scholars to understand the mechanisms,
influencing factors, and profit determinants of sharing economy platform’s
price-setting decision. Practically, the findings can be used for reference for the
owners or managers, operators, and service providers of sharing platform, giving
them insight about the best price-setting practices under different market situations. For new sharing platforms, they can get some inspiration to choose suitable pricing strategies according to the size of its customer base and its product
life cycle stage. Furthermore, an effective revenue allocation mechanism is the
key to the development of the sharing economy. In summary, it is crucial to design an effective pricing mechanism according to the different (marketing) stages of the sharing platform.
The limitation of this paper involves the many factors influencing changes in
demand and the revenue of platform operators and service providers. These include related goods or services (even substitutes and complements in some cases), as well as consumer tastes and preferences, among others. However, this paper discusses pricing strategies without considering these other factors. Further
research on this topic should consider consumer behaviors, tastes, and preferences, as well as the competitive environment.
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